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i.o
Thn ro,ul_s of Pha,c_I flow oxperimen_ on the open_cycle ga_
core concept are dl.cu._od in thin r_port. The flrnt phase(1) achlcwd
, £1ow conflguratlone which gave high volume fractlon, for the inner 8as. which
,imulated the fuel ga,. Typlcally u_ing air and air as the two gapes, both
_uulatlng a prepel_ant flowing around the ou_slde and the fuel suspended in
the cenCer, volum_ _ractiona up to 35% _n spherical configurations were
obtained. The second phase of this work concentrated on improvlng She condl-
;\ tlons when gases of different density were employed, the central gas being
the heavier. Again, both two-dimensional and three-dimensional tests were
_. run. _n the two-dimensional cases, the round-shaped cavity was bounded by
two flat walls on the viewing ends.
i Since the largest tests were conducted on 3 ft diameter cavities,
i scaling up will be required to determine what the effects would be in the
actual gas core rocket reactor which will have a cavity diameter 0£ between
8 and 12 ft. The question of scaling from small models to larger sizes was
investigated, using 18 in. and 36 in. diameter cavities. The results indi-
cate that neither the Reynolds nor the modified Fronds number are satin-
factory scaling indicies. The most nearly equivalent flow patterers for
different sizes of cavities generally resulted when a compromise was achieved
between attempts to obtain a matching Froude nu_er in one case, and a match-
. ing Reynold's number-in another case.
Several difficul_ and unusual aspects of conditions in the flowing
_ gas cavity wer_ investigated. For instance, a dust injection test series was
run. 8u_h _ests would simulate startup conditions in a cold reactor. Also,
, _pslde down arrangements, with the exhaust nozzle facing up were tested.
This puts the inertial forces in the opposite dlrect_on from those in an
: aceeleratin_ space rocket. However, the upside down cases could be used in
' magnetohydrodynamic applicationS. In essence, containment of the heavy central
gas was excellent in these upside down tests, with the principle problem being
how to keep the central g_l_V from the walls of the cavity.
., For the normal downfiring directions, one of the main considerations is
_i:_; the method of dispersing the heavy central gas so that it occupies a large
volume of high density within the cavity before it "falls out" the exhaust
; nozzle. This results from the gravitational effect relative to the light
i_i propellant gas flowing around it. One mechanism that was found to be partl-
cularly effective was a strong upward reclrculatlon pa_tern for the outer gas.
?. ';i
_i! Such a pattern could be generated by the convergence of the annular gas streams
near the outlet nozzle. Such recirc,_lation was most noticeable in the three-
._ dimensional spherical configurations, and was undoubtedly dependent on the
" shape of the lower part of the cavity. The upward recirculation tended to
' prevent the heavy center gas from dropping straight to the exit nozzle, and
' also dispersed the central gas. Since the central gas simulated uranium fuel,
this dispersal reduced the self-shielding and enhanced the nuclear reactivity
of the system. This dependence of the shape of the lower portion of the cavity
on containment that can be obtained with gases of _ferent density is at vari-
ance with results reported in Phase I of the study TM. In those _ases, princi-
pally two-dimensional studies were performed and mostly on gases of the same
density, where the gravitational effeat was not of concern.
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Th_ open _ycl_ co=axial f]x)wlngfan _oro _oncep_(2) is show. in ,,
Figure 2,1. Tht_ concept ha. boon _Cudiod oxp_rlmenr._llyin a number of
labor_orlos. Pa_orn_ w_,thh_gh ratios of outer to inner _am £i_¢ raten
wore Inlti_11y e_ud_ed in cyllndrlcal-g_omo_ry conf_Rurat_on.(3,4). Sub-
AoquQnt exporimcn;8 concentrated on spherically _haped con£1guratlons,
which would closely res_blo condlt_ons which would be a_hlovsd in actual
high _empor_t_re opora_ing engines and which 8ave the mo_ claarly reactive
configuration(i,5). _ritical experiments to study the roaster physics char-
acteri,tics of a dilute gas core surrounded wlth hyd_og_ and a lo_ absorp-
tion moderator (heavF wa_er) have also been reportad_O,/;. Since the ideal
nuclear geometry is spherical, and since a gaseous fuel is to be used,
l_, nuclear considera_ions bea_ very h_wily on the types of flow patterns which
, will be acceptable. In particular, the flow patterns, mus_ be capable of
_n!ng critical within an engineering feasible operating pressure, which is
i_ generally assumed to be less than 1000 arm. These recent flow tests, con-
._: ducted aC AeroJet Nuclear, have concentrated on obtaining flow conf_d_urations
which expand the central _as, simulating the fuel, into as large a volume as
possible with as high as possible volume fraction. The goals for the cond_-
:. Cions under which the system will be operated are: minimum cavity pressures,
maximum propellan_..-to nuclear fuel flow r_e ratios, minimum reactor ei_e,
and more recently, overall low flow rates to correspond to the low thrust
_ applicat,tons which are foreseen for nuclear r_ :kate o£ the not too d_stant
, future.
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' The flow _eaC apparatus wa_ d_._gBod .o that modification, could "h. made oanlly Co the cavity shape,, Co it. walln, Co the louver configure _
- tlonn, to _ho injectors, and to the oghauat no_glo. The _mportant _onaid-
oration wag; sane of d_aa,_uombly and roaaaombly. Fine cutting of _ho flow
t di.trihu_lon, into the cavity and m_aauro_aouts o£ th_ L'iLowparta_ttr_wore of secondary ira_ortauca. Rowover, _h,_ total flow rates for bogh the
: Loner and outer gases wore measured with h'gh accuracy. The basic apparatus
! in .ho_m in Flgur_ 3.1_ a large blower with a rated capacity oE 1500 ofm pro-
; vidod tl_e main outside Bag flow. Air was used as the outQr gas _n all caeca,
I and was fed through a large 8 in. pipe into the Zarge t_._ box. gn th_
,: figure, the 18 In. diameter spherical cavity can be se_n. This was constructed.
of molded methylacr_lg_ ¢ plastic, and is the identical sphere that was described
_" in t. _ Phaso I report _. The central gas flow was provided from a smoke mixing
: _ box, which can be seen on the left hand side of the picture, and thence through
i. a 2 in. pipe h_to the central gas in_eogor inside the cavity. The mixing box
_ was 30 cubic ft in volume, and hence provided a relatively large accumulator
which would give con___nt smoke density for reasonable periods of time. The
-. output from the smoke box. near its top, _as continuously monitored by a
photo-eloctrlc cell ligh¢ beam. This was used to establish a uniform smoke
density for all tests for the smoke enterin_ the pipe on its way to the test
chamber. Orifice flow measuring s_ctions were installed in both the 8 in. and
2 in. pipes. Figure 3.2 shows a lar_er test _avity box with the same small
sphere installed. This large box was more versatile, allowing cavity to be
installed either i_ the downfirlng or unfiring _o_,_igurations,*end provided
a more even distribution o_ flow into the test cavity region. The large 56
in. diameter plastic sphere is shown in Figure 3.3. The dimensions of this
sphere were an exact factor of two sc_le up from those of the small 18 in.
sphere. However, there were a few minor differences between the two spheres.
As can be noticed, the large sphere did not have a circular cross sectiou but
was octagonal. This was done so as to facilitate construction of such a large
device. Molding of large 5 ft diameter rings was difficult, and facilities
for performing the molding were generally unavailable. Furthermore, several
extra louvers were added at the bottom of the large sphere. These were blocked
off for the tests, which studied scale up conditions. For comparison, engineer_- ....
. ing drawings of the 18 in. and 36 in. spheres are shoWn in Figures 3.4a and
•' :, 3.4b.
For the so-called "two-dimensional" tests_ the cavity shape was flat
in the direction perpevdicular to the viewing direction. This arrangement
facilitated viewing a_d interpretation of the t_sts and made the construction
of a number of differen_ cavity shapes relatively simple. The flat end walls
did perturb the flow patterns somewhat. However, this end perturbetion extended
only a few inches from the viewing wall surface, and at least q_alitatively dld
* The basic configurations tested incorporated dow_ward firing (downward exhaust-
ing) cavities, thus using gravity to simulate the effect of forward accelera-
tion on a rocket engine in space. Upward firing can be _tillaed in practice
for a stationary power plant MHD application, or posslbly for slmulating
rocket with a thrust reverser unit.
4
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not eomproml_ ch_ interpretation of the C¢_C _¢_Ul_. Glo_¢-¢p phoCoSr_ph_
, ¢_ th_ two _ont_._.r.r_on..no4 in the Cwo_dJmen._on_l t_t_n_ _re _hown _n
eanf_g¢_,t_on _. ,n exact _c.le model o_ the ocher. _,_h eonCa_n_ ,n outer
• c.vtcywall with per_oro_onn, and on cht_ w_ll wore att.chod24 perforated
Louvor_ £or dlrecClnB _ho £1ew in an t_Bentiak d_roctlon ales8 th_ c_vSty w_.
Figure 3.7 _how. c_oss_sect_enal doCai1,so£ the 35 in. Ce_C cuv£Cy £o_ a .Cypleal
_e_ _orto8, Am was d_scov_ed i_ Phase % e£ _h_8 _eoC_n_ (Re_o_e_e l,
SecC_o. 5.4)_ the t_anoplratton cooltn8 hole. in the louverB ehould be
\ kept Co the minimum neoesaary to provide a_equate oooltng. WhenChl. t_
done_ the Cr_nspiration _low is _m_ll and has a negligible o££ece on the
_kow patterns. There£ore. _or many o_ the tests the tranupiration cooling
I_ holes in the louvers were blocked. (For the Cl_ee-dimenstonaL transparent
i_ sphero_, there were no Cransp_ration coolins holes, only Louvers to direct
the flow.)
_ Sines _low rates were provided by a blower, and sines pressure
c_pabilities of the apparatus were _inimak, choke flow conditions could not
i be to).erated, The nozzle areas were at Least L squ_re, inch, Phase I test-
ioE (_eference L, Section 5.3) had shown thac the exhaust _oszLe d_aaeter
had little o_ no e£_ect on the f_ow patterns established inside the cavity.
t
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F_haus t Nozzle
!. Fig. 3.4 (._ Vertical cross section of t; small, 18-in, diameter
.: ', 9 ttlpherlcal" cavl1:y. !
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12 inches
J
Exhaust nozzle
Fig. 3.4 (b) Vertical cross section o larss, 36-in. diameter "spherical" csvity.
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"" Fig. 3.5 Typical 18 in. two-dimensional test cavity configuration
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Fig. 3.6 Typical 36 in. two-dimensional cavity conftguratJon
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The procedures £o_ oporatln_ these testa capitalized on the flexibility
and ease of _xpc_Imental chanRea. The front facc_ of nJthe_ te,t box could ha
_a_ily removed to make alteratlonA on the _avlty arrangement or _o _h_ _nl_t
injector. After the front was replaced on the box and _aled. constant flow
was th_n o,tabllahed _or both the outer end inne_ ga_ clrcults. The flow ra_es
were monitored visually on d_.fforentlal pressure metora. A standard series of
even numbered flow rates for the outside gas were used for moat of the test.• Th se ranged from 50 cfm to 600 cfm on the 18 in. eavitie, t 100 to ll00 cfm
t_
_ on the 36 in. cavi_ies. The inner gas flow rates were established so as to give,, an even numbered ratio with the outside gas. For the initial experiments, these
: flow rate ratios were even in terms of volume flow fetus. But for the latter
(i phases of the experiments, even numbers were chosen for the mass flow rate ratios.
_ : Flows were regulated by means of valves at each gas source, i.e.. the blower for
_ the outer gas end the pressure regulator for the inner gas. The only adjustments
il_ provided beyond this point were at the walls of the cavity, where Scott foam or
, plastic sheet was used to partially or fully restrict air flow through certain
:' portions of the cavity wall. The basic data for each test were the two flow!
rates and the photographs that were taken of the visible flow patterns.
Among the types of supplementary data obtained were flow velocity
:'.i measurements within the cavity. These have been conducted to date only on the
two-dimensional configurations, because of the difficulty of obtaining access
to the interior of the three-dimensional c_,itles. These velocity measurements
_' were made wlth hot wire anemometers. In general, the gas velocities were inde-
pendent of the inne_ gas flow rate. However, in the case of very heavy gases
: for the interior gas, the gravitational effec_ perturbed the main flow patterns
nea_ the centerllne of the cavity. In such c_ses, flow measurements were taken
with the hot wire anemometer with but a slngle gas flowing, since gas mixtures
i will perturb the output of the anemometer. However, to determine if the heavy
.. central gas did indeed have an effect on the flow patterns, smoke traces were
/ inserted along the centerllne and in other sensitive regions of the cavity to
"_ determine the exact direction of the flow in these areas. (The anemometer
itself would not de_ermlne the direction of the flow; it was only capable of
determining the line of the maximum velocity or gradient.) OtheE, and perhaps
more important, supplemental information was obtained by ecannlng the photo-
" ' graphs with a densltometer in order tO determine smoke densities, and hence
densities of the central gas, throughout the cavity. To obtain satisfactory
pictures for the densitometer scannlng, time exposures were taken. These
averaged-out the time dependent fluctuations in the smoke density. These time
exposure photographs were exposed such that the linear portion of the log
density exposure curve of the film was utilised. Selection of the proper
exposure times are discussed in Reference i, Section _.0.
" The time exposure photographs _re scanned on a Joyce automatic scan-
ning densitometer. Traces were obtained radially acEoss the cavity at a number
,, of different longitudinal locations. The resultant traces were normalized for
smoke densities varying between 0 and i00_. The lOOg value was established as
the density at the outlet Of the injection nozzle. For the two-dimensional
cavity tests, the effective density through _he cavity could easily be inter-
preted directly from the smoke density traces, and the isodenslty lines could
be directly plotted accordingly.
: 14
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In the case of the three-dimensional cavity, with chord lengths
varying across the seen, density interpretations could not be directly
. made. The dennlty had to be uu£olded fro_ the observed density traces.
The unfolding _cheme i, equivalent to solving for the coefficients in a
matrix of ,imultaneou_ equ_tlou_. The method used and computer program
'. ' for the un_oldlng scheme are show_ in Appendix C 0£ Reference-l. Further-
' more. background corrections were made in the data reduction program so a8
to correct for the varyin8 attenuation of the walls of the Pl_xiglaB sphere
• ' and of variations in lightlng conditions. Thus, the three-dlmenslonal tests
i_ required a rather involved process to obtain the radial smoke density function.For the two-dlmensional tests the process was quite simple, since chord-viewln_-
length and background effects were essentially constant. However, the e-_ wall
effects distorted the two-dimensional results and made these density measure-
ments only semi-quantltatlve. Further simplifications were made in many cases
in the two-dimensional density scans so as to obtain a larger quantity of data
;:I of a semi-quantltative nature. On many o£ the configurations, a single vertical
, and a single horlzontal t_ace was made, from which estimates of the integrated
;_
_._ volume fraction were obtained. Comparison of selected samples of such simplified
4 scan cases wi_h complete detailed scans showed that the errors were only a few ,
" i percent at the most•
• The relative accuracy of the densitometer scans is quite good, far
better than IZ of reproducibility. The estimated accuracy on the integration
i,. of the density contours is estimated to be about ±i0_. The principle uncer-
• tainty in the densitometer results, however, is establishing a base line
condition of 100% smoke density. Since this could only be de_ermined by a
measurement directly at the surface of the injection nozzle, the assumption
_i was made that smoke density at this location was indeed 100%. Gas samples
were withdrawn at this _ccation with the configuration running on air and
i argon mixtures without smoke. The results of these gas samples indicate
that the inlet density at the surface of the injection nozzle is nearly i00%.
The actual analyses results indicated 87% density, but a portion of this
" difference from i00_ is attributed to the sampling technique, which sucked
,_ the volume of the gas to be sampled in rapidly. The net effect of all uncer-
tainties is such that it is estimated the volume fraction results are accurate
to within 20% of the quoted number, with the quoted value more apt to be too
i, large than too small.
15
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Thl_ major _octlon of _he report d_aLa _oparately with _ho vnrloun
mlb-ph_a_a of _|m _entin_ pro_r_. Bach of the major n.peet, of the varlabl_a
" _hat affect _ho flow confJ.gura_ion arc dealt wi_h in the subsections. No
attempt ha. been made to arrange tho_o rcnults into a simeifie order; thoy "
are lJat_d _n the following order for conv,_nloneo only.
5.i lnjectionNo_le Effects
' Phase I of these studies (1) clearly showed that the injection nozzle
i for the center gas or, alternatively, the method o£ injecting the eentac gas,
is the key to obtaining acceptable flow patterns and densities for the inner
gas. It should not be assumed that there will be but a single injection method,
"i or even a single injector in the final rocket engin_ design. While such does
!_ make for simplicity of design of the actual reacLor, further studies will b_,fl
i_ necessary before the final configuration can be selected.
It is assumed that in such a roc'_c_, either pellets of metal or a thin
'{ wire of uranium metal will be injected rapidly lute the cavity 2tom the top.
,;: Upon reaching the very hot gas in the interior of the cavity, the metal will
literally explode to a gas. However, some mechanism must be present to disperse
this newly formed gas into all regions of the cavity where it is most effective
"_ in creating the nuclear chained reaction. Thus, the non-nuclear flow testing
checked injection designs which introduce the center gas into the cavity with
, very low velocities. This essentially takes little or no credit for any explo-
sive radial velocity which will result when the metal comes in contact with the
• hot gas. By positioning the injector properly, so as to place it in a velocity
stream set up by the fast flowing outer gas, is one method of achieving the
desired dispersal. However, too much entrainment of the center gas into the
inside gas stream will result in the center gas being quickly swept around
:' the walls of the cavity and out the exhaust nozzle. The second consideration
involves setting up flow patterns of a non-turbulent nature in the central
, regions of the cavity, flow patterns which will tend to buoy up the heavier
center gas. Without such buoyancy forces, a heavy center gas tends to fall
under the influence of gravity directly to the exhaust nozzle, resisting what-
ever other dispersal forces might be present.
:! 5.1.1 '_TworDimens!onal" In_ector Desi_%s
',i The "two-dimensional" configurations represent an unusual p_oblem in
injector design. The two-dlmenslonal basic configuration was in_ended to
,ii merely be a minor deviation from a truly spherical arrangement. However, the
,, Ions viewing cord length between the two viewing plates should _epresent
throughout its length a unAform flow pattern. This is not possible unless the
injection nozzle also is a length nominally equivalent to that between the
two viewing surfaces. The need for a long injector, plus the desire for
minimum, and virtually zero, injection velocity are generally incompatible.
In order to distribute the flow uniformally along the length of the injector,
a pressure drop is needed. A pressure drop on the other hand will result in ,,
finite injection velocities. Conversely, if no pressure drop is employed, the
gas tends to move straight dewn the pipe until it reaches an obstruction (such
as the end of the pipe), at which time the gas will come through the injection
nozzle openings into the cavity. Figure 5.1 shows the general type of flow to
be expected under these circumstances. If flow is in_roduced from both ends
• I
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ii of th_ inJecCo_, flow p_tterus slaila_ to Chic .hewn in p_ B of Figure
i.. 5,1 te_d to _nulC,
I Sam_ _mprovemont In th_ show p_t_rn, can b_ obCalned by fa_h_on_
Ing bafflo_ or plug_ for di.Crlbut_ng the flow an desired In.ld_ the Injector
noz_io_. Soma typical plug doslgn_ are .hewn in F_gure 5.2. Tho_o 8cncrally
".. achieved the type o£ uni_ormlcy in _nJectlon pattern dealrod, Their on_ d1_-
advanCn8o w_s that when do,_gned to work on one type.of InJccClon 8as, _ho
nozzle did not function a, desired on a different density gas.
_I .,t
\ _e above do_cribed di_£icultiee in achieving uniform inJ_ction over
the enti_e length of the injection nozzle, plus the compcomise_ alruady inherent
• in the two-dimensional configurations, dictates that the two-dimensional r_ults
_'i should be interpreted only in a qualitetive manner. The two-dimensional configu-
ration is much easier to interpret and to understand in £_ow patterns, visual
i;1 operation is much easier, and eddies in Curbulant flow can be mere easily idenCt-
:_., .'i lied cha_ is the case with the spherical models. A further advantage is relative
ease in which cavity wall end i_s louvers can be varied. It is for these reasons
that the two-dimensional configurations were employed, and developed into a basic
arrangement which gave the most satisfactory flow resul's.
• 5.1.2 S_hezic_l In_ector Designs
" Originally, the s_all, short cylinders, approximately i-_/2 to 2 inches
' long and 1 inch i_ diameter, were used as t_e injection nozzles in the spherical
V configurations. However, these also had similar disadvantages to the pipe con-
figurations used in the two-dimenslonal cavities. The flow tended co come out
of only the bottom part of the pipe. A_aln, the insertion of especially made
plugs or baffles was able to obtain a more unlfo_ distribution of flow over
the small area of the injection nozzle. However, a more suitable pattern for
injection nozzle arrangement would be a spherical injector containing perfors-
: tions. Such injectors are shown in Figure 5.3. The 3 in. diameter injector
: was used in the 18 in. cavltywhile the 6 in. diameter injector was used in
, t_e 36 in. cavity. Figure 5.4 shows each o£ these spherical injectors dis-
assembled. The inner perforated cylinder formed the pressure wall which
helped create relatively uniform dlspereal over the spherical surface_ The
:i second o_ outside wall then allowed the gas to issue forth into the cavity
.I with a v_ry low inJectlon velocity. The outside walls of the spherical injectors
were 50_ open area consisting o£ nominally 0.125 in. diameter holes. These
injectors generally worked quite satisfact_rily'_hen alr was the injection
::,:! medium, giving uniform dispersal over the _ire spherical surface. However,
for the heavier than air gases, the tendency still ,xisted fo_ the gas to
ii' preferentially issue from the lo_er po:'tion _f the sphere. Since a uranium
,., pellet or thin uranium wire being injected _t th,_ cavity would also have a
-_ p_eferentially velocity towards the nozzle from both its i_itial velocity and
from the acceleratin_ effect, these e£fects with the in_ector are believed to
"' be reellstlc.
5.1.3 Effect Of In_ector Position
_ The injector position in the cavity will determine how mu_h of the
inlet gas can be pulled out by velocity shear forces originating from the
fast moving outer gas flowing along the walls. The or£glnal results of such
investigations are given in Section 5.1 of Reference i. In brief, these
tests showed that an optimum position for the injection nozzle nan be found
17
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Top picture shows effect when smoke was let into injector through single pipe, and
bottom picture shows effect of double inlets into the injector. Injector consisted
of a perforated metal cylinder covered with a layer of Scott foam. The end of the single
inlet injector was a solid disk. (Note, rectangular box outline has no si_nificance.)
Fig. 5,1 Injectors used for Two-Dimensional Smoke Tests
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Fig, 5.3 3 in. and 6 in. Sph_rlcal injectors
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which glv_ maxlmum volume fraction of the _en_ral g_ in the cavity. When
heavlor-gaA-than_alr ga_¢_ are involved for _he central gas. it become_
di_flcult _o provide euf_Icleut dtape_eal forces without also _utralulng so
much of the c_ntrnl ga, in the out,ide 8a_ stream that volume fraction suffers
significantly.
With tests in the spherical arrangement involvlng hcavler than air
gase_ _or thc center gas, an unexpected buoyancy force resulted from the re-
circulation patterns produced in the interior of the sphere. These rocircula-
tion patterns are shown in Figure 5.5. The effect of these recirculation
patterns on the central gas is shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, for the 18-inuhand 36-inch spheres, respectively. The upward recirculation with air as the
center gas is quite evident, and even wlth argon there is evidence of slgnlfi-
_" cant buoyancy, enough _o even cause the argon to circulate upwards. As can be
:"_,_ seen, the position of the injection nozale is not nearly as critical with this
spherical arrangement as it was in the cylinder core arrangement. The latter
_ did not have nearly as strong as recirculatlon pattern and hence needed to rely
more heavily on the velocity shea_ effects.
The net effect of such recirc_lation patterns is not only additional
•: buoyancy but additional mixing of the inner and outer gases. However, mixing
of hydrogen with the uranium gas is not necessarily a deleterious effect, unless '_
it reduces the overall amount of uranium in the cavity. What is important is to
"_ attain the highest possible mass of the central gas distributed in as large as
possible radius inside the cavity, in the constraints of thedesired low flow.
m- rates of outer tubular gas.
5.1_4 Effec_ of Preferential Direction of Center Gas _n_ection
Though it has generally been assumed that injection of the center gas
w111 occur f_om the top of the cavity, this need not necessarily be the case.
In fact, since the pellets or fine wire will be injected with a ra_her high
velocity, directi_t_ thi_ velocity toward the exhaust nozzle may be considered
' an inappropriate design. Therefore, some brief studies were done on injection
of the center gas from other posltlons along _he cavity wall. In particular,
upward injection from a mechanism located near the exhaust end of the noazle
" i was examined. Figure 5.8 shows comparisons b_tween preferential upward and
" •_' preferential downward injection.
As can be seen, upward injection offers an addltlonal control mechanis_
to overcome gravitational or acceleration forces which tend to move the heavy gas
out of the cavity. Such flexlbilitywould not e_lat in the real operating gas
core rocket. There, no mechanisms could be positioned inside t_e cavity, at
least near th_ exhaust nozzle end. However, it might be conceivable that _he
inJec_ion velocity of the pellets or of the fine wire could be varied signifi-
cantly enough so that the e_fectlve in_ector position (i.e., the point at which
the pellet vaporizes) could be made to vary at different longitudinal positions
inside the cavity.
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• , A problem of primary importance In developing analysis cechnlquos
for gas core reactor technology is thac of scaling from amall test con£1gura-
, Clone to large reactor cavltlea. In an effort to detecmlne the appllcable
• scaling laws for a [lowing gas _avlty, tests were conducted on the two-
dimensional and spherical cavities in both the 18 in, and 36 in. sizes. In
these tests, the 2-D cavities were of essentially identical geometry even
including the injector dimensions. The 36 in. spherical cavity was a factor
of two scale-up from the 18 in. case, except that the large sphere was
octagonal_ lustead of having a circular cross section as for the small one.
(The difference between an octagon and circle on the experimental results
should be insignificant.)
Figures 5.9 to 5.12 show examples of some of the scale-up c_mparlsons,
i_ for both argon and air as the inner gas. (The outer gas was air in all cases.)
,_ As is well known, the equation of motion in fluld flow is dlmenslonless for
_i constant values of the modified Froude and Eeynold's numbers. But as is equally
i well known,it is usually impossible to maintain dynamic similarity i_ the size
, is changed, unless the fluld physical characteristics can be manlpula_ed also.
Therefore, the figures clced each show a comparison example in which the
Reynold's number in one case, and the modified Froude number in another, is
approximately constant.
. In determining the scaling for these numbers, it was assumed Chat the
inlet velocities vary inversely with surface area change. Hence, in scaling
W from the small to large cavities, linear dimensions doubling, the Reynold's
number is constant for a factor of two increase in flow. The modified Froude
• number is constant for a factor of 3/-_-= 5.7 increase in flow. Note that
all of the pictures do not reflect exactly these ratios, since for other
considerations a particular sequence of test condltlons was employed.
As _an be seen, neither the Eeynoldts nor modified Froude numbers
; i_ appear to be satisfactory scaling indices. However, the results generally
indicate an apparent dynamic shnilarlty somewhere between the matching modified
Froude and Reynold _s number conditions, but favoring somewhat the Reynold _s
: number. It does appear tlmt the scaling up from 1-1/2 ft diameter to 3 ft
• _i diameter cavities occurs in a logical manner and that similar extrapolations
to 8 or 10 ft diameter ca,_ties can be made, but with care.
.i. 5.3 Buoyancy Effects
_:, An important common fluid hydraulic parameter in rocket engine
applications Is the Froude number. Thls dimensionless number is empirically
derived to show the effect of gravity (or engine acceleration in outer space)
on the fuel-propellant in the engine chamber. In the Bas core reactor rocket
engine, the regular Froude number has to be modified tg._ccount for the dlffer-
- ence between the fuel and propellant densities. Pvtre _°; suggested that the
modified Froude number, called the buoyancy number, be given by
v PF
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: Upper pictures, 18 in. cavity, 100 cfm/0.72 cfm and 200/1.44
Lower pictures, 36 in., cavity, 720 cfm/2.88 cfm and 400/2.88
two-d_menslonal cavities
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Upper plctu=es, 18 in., cavity, i00 elm/1 cfm and 200/2
Lower pictures, 36 in., cavity, 720 c£m/6 cfm and 400/4
Fig. 5.10 Scaling series with two-dimensional cavities
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Upper pictures, 18 in., cavity, 100 cfm/l c£m and 200/2
Lower plctures_ 36 in. cavity, 600 =fm/6 and 400/4
FiE. 5.11 ScallnE series with spherical cavltle_
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which i_ the nquar_ root of the inver.n of ch. uR.al Fronds numbmr, time.
factor for ch_ relaCivc density _£fect, _xpatlm_nt_tion hnn nhown th_
ne the roJ.aClve d_nn$_len increane, f_cl containmon_ doorman,s, mnkin_ the
, buoyancy number p_oportional to the mn_ ratio of _h_ inn.r and outer Ran_,
t
and invornoly proportional Co the fu_l containment.
The buoyancy numborfl worn calculaC_d £o_ a lor_ .orion of 2-U ton_
c_oa for both the 18 and 36 J,n, cavitie.. The D in ehc_ fo_mu£a was taken
: in all cases Co b_ the nominul distance from the injector to tim oxlg nozzle,
a r_asonably representative measure of chc distance a fuel particle travels
, within the _avity. The velocity _erm in the _onnula J. squared, whiQh fact,• coupled with poor correlation hoped for between b oyancy and _uel contain-
ment, led to the choice of "combined" buoyanay numbore, u_lng the prod.or
of two differently determined velocities for the velocity _quarc_ corm. Thusu
i'_' calculations are sumarized irt Tables 5,1 and 5 2.
Initially it was assumed Chat the velocity to b_ used in determining
_ buoyancy should be the injection velocity o£ the inner 8as. The measure of
fuel containment to which the buoyancy numbers uhoald correspond is taken to
be the cavity vellums _raction, the ratio og volume o£ the cavity thac would
be filled with fu_l, if all the fuel were collecued into a region of i00_
density, to the total cavity volume. Figure 5.13 shows this initial buoyancy
number, called the Injector Buoyancy number, vs the fuel volume fraction.
" While a general trend can be seen, better correlation was hoped for, so additional
buoyancy number_ were postulated.
Figure 5.14 shows the Recirculatlon Buoyancy number, which uses i/i0
_, of the outer gas flow velocity for the velocity squared corm. This scheme
assumes that an arbitrary fraction of the outer _as reclrcul_.teswithin the
' cavity, buoying up the inner gas. Correlation is poor in this case also.
,'. Figure 5,15 dep$cts the results of the Comblna_ion Buoyancy numbers,
derived by combining the injection velocity times th_ recirculation velocity
for the velocity squared term. Again, no distinct correlation between buoyancy
:,_ and volume fraction was observed.
• i., Since no deg_nite correlations were found with the previously mentioned
-", methods _or a_rivin8 at a buoyancy n_ber, an A_ee Buoyancy number was defined
by choosing the velocity to be use_ by assuming that the volume of the inner
,.,. gas injected per unit time crosses the m'_plaue turbulence area of the cavity,
"_ giving a velocity for the fuel. These numbers are displayed in Figure 5.16.
_ Again, a general tTend _ay be 8een_ butno inflection point beL_ween geod and
,_; poor volume fractions.
, The last buoyancy number shown, the Residence Buoyancy number, Figure
5.17, used a velocity derived from the distance from the injector to the exit
,:; nozzle divided by an average fuel particle residence time. _he residence time
was determined by dividing the volume occupied by fuel by the volume flow rate,
to give a representative time that a fuel particle recirculates in the cavity.
Here, as in the preceding cases, it can be seen that, in general, as buoyancy
number increases, volume fraction decreases, but no optimum buoyancy numbers
could be identified.
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D_ Co _h_ XenB_h of _tme n_d_d £o_ r_d_c_ion o_ _ph_rt=_l _can
ca.o. Co volum_ ,.acClonn, 11rtl_ _pherlcal buoyancy data w_r_ ama_._d,
B_c_u,e of Ch_ ,uDJ_ctlviCy of _hc volmne £r_otton doto_nd,n_Clonn from
the denaiComoCor .can c_.on u,od, the daC_ in Chin _ectlon should be. taken
Co be q_al_otCvo only.
5.4 Velocity M_._,m.!.cemcn_
Velocity mea_ur_ent_ _imtl_r to those reported in Phaue I of this
taken _n the 3 fC diomecer 2-D hoC wire an_nomeCer.study wore cavity u_Ing a
._ U_ing outer prepellan_ flows of 200, 400, and 720 cfm, the cavity was mapped
£or both velo_it7 gradient and direction.* Howwer, even at 720 cfm outer
flow conditions, the sign ef the gradient would not be easily established
inside the inner 2/3 radius of the cavity. In that interXer region, velocities
_i , were less than 25 ft/min. At these low velocities, the usual direction indi-
:;! cater (£ine thread) did not respond. Later attempts using smoke tracers were
successful in showing that the rectrculetien pattern inside the cavity was
ostensibly upward, away from t_e exhaust nozzle, all the way out to 2/3 of the
radius.
Since ho_ wire anemometers are perturbed by different density gases,
the results shown are mostly for air as both outer and inner gas. Due to the
inacceasib_lity of the interior of the three-dimensional spheres, no velocity
_'. measurements were made for these caviC_es.
5,5 Sweep-Out l_te_
Most of the testing reported thus far has been concerned largely wlth
the parameters o_ the central gas region under steady-state flow-conditio_s
' : got both gases, If there were no sweep-out o£ inner gas by the outer gas, a
i very low fuel _nJection rate would be needed Co replace fuel lost to the
system through fissioning and neutron capture. Therefore, very low, or even
zero, center gas tnJe_tion rates were of primary interest in the sweep-_u_ rate
, "; teats conducted,
The _ecirculattng center gas _egton exists, whether there is enough
i tracer smoke to r_nder it visible or not. The size and character of this
_; i _ central region depends on the cavity and flow parameters for the particular
cong_Suration under study. _t seems plausible, however, that there should
exist a min_nu_ effect gas/injection rate below which the central turbulence
region does not aignifi_ent_y change, One way to detet_i_e that minimuca effect
_ rate is to shutoff the central gas once steady state has been reached and measure
'i. the rate at which the smoke is swept from the cavity. This sweep-out rate
,!; should be independent of the central gas in_ection rate at values below the
.i minimum effect rate, and should be a measure of the minimum fuel loss rate
for a particular configuration.
,' ----n n n
* Figures 5.18 to 5.23 show the maps obtained from these measurements. The 4
outer fast moving layer can be seen to be of relatively constant thickness,
the velocity psaklng at around 14 in, radius.
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For the _weep-out rate test_, air wa_ used for both inner and outer
gas, with the injector I0 in. below _he top of the 36 in. 2-D cavity. A
photograph was taken a_ steady state operating conditionB,, and the inner
gas was shut-off, A tim_d sequence of photographs were then taken until no
. visible smoke remained in the cavity. Th_ negatives were scanned aQross
midplane with the densitometer, and an "eye-ball" estimate of the average
smoke density for each picture in the series made, These average densities were
plotted ve decay time as shotm in Figure 5.24. AveraBe sweep-out races were
determined from these plots and graphed against initial center gas injection
rate in Figure 5.25 and against outer gas flow rate in Figure 5.26.
The sketchy and qualitative nature of these results do not appear to
be sufficient grounds for making any firm conclusions. The results were not
_:_ totally self-conslstent,* the sweep-out rates were not conslste_t, let alone
i_ constant, during decay time. No minimum effect rate was determined, and if
_ one exists, it is at a higher value than any tested. The last two figures
indicate that the sweep-out tare seems to be a rather weak function of initial
I center gas injection rate, and a stronger function of outer gas flow rate.
No noticeable change in the sise of the central turbulence region was detected
in the course of these tests. More exact information on central gas densities
, must be obtained before additional conclusions can be drawn from this type of
testing.
_, . 5.6 U,£1rin_ Tests
Ir The results of running the test cavities upside down, so that the
effect of gravlty is reversed ere shown in Figures 5°27 to 5.29. Good%
containment of all inner gases was demonstrated. At low outer flow rates,
it becomes difficult to prevent the heavier inner gases from settllng down
!_ very near to the cavity walls, which would create a problem in an operating
reactor because of the heat. A configuration of this type could be used in
MHD or heat source related applications, while the problems involved in pro-
, i pellant reversal make this configuration impractical for rocket englne appll-
_: catlons.
5.7 Dus_ InlecCion Test9
I
The effects involved in solid particle, or dust, injection methods
were investigated. Such schemes would be of ut_llty in start-up of an operable
: gas core reactor. The effect of upward vs downward initial scattering of the
: dust is shown in Figure 5.30. A small variable speed rotating propeller fan
was the scatterlng method used for the dust. A small amount of experimentation
,, was done c_ dust composition, that is flour, bicarbonate of soda, AI203, and
; talc were all tried, Talc seemed to give the best results.3
One problem identified with these dust injection schemes can be
identified from the background pictures shown in Figure 5.30. Thac is the
dust tends to settle out onto the walls of the cavity. More effort will be
t ,ll i
* Polntln8 out once again the very complex nature of the interactions within
the flowing gas cavity.
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Fig. 5.24 Cavity smoke density vs decay time
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Fig. 5.30 Dust injection, series showing ef£ect of scattering dust both
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FAg, 5,31 Isodensity contour map £or typical dust (talcum powder)
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¥t_. 5.32 ComputerS01ut|o, Model !
3SZ VolumeFraction, 0.93 RadtusRatto
Reff - 8Z.35 cm. , Total Fuel Hass- 119 k9.
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, Fig. 5.33 Comp,ter 5olutton Model II
351;Volume Fraction, 0.93 Radtus Ratto
Reff - 108.18 _n. DTotal. Fuel Nass • 119 kg.
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Fig. 5.34 ComputerSolutton Model X
35Z VolumeFraction, 0.70 RadtusRatto
Reff - 80.55 cm. , Total Fuel Mass- 119 kg.
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Table 5.3
i 35% Volumo ¥_ac_1on Mod_l Spaci£1_attona
, •
b
l i |1 ,i |1 ,i --_ i i , • ,
' No. Cavity
of Volumo
Reslon Hatartal Heah Outer Region Oocupted by
b Model No. _o. Pptn_a Radius Thtcknen8
_ _ I 1 1 20 84.75 84.75 17.2! 2 2 5 92 28 7 53 5 0
3 6 5 96.00 3.72 2.8
,i' 4 7 i0 104.02 8.02 6.8
5 8 15 121.6b 17.66 19.1
6 I0 25 145.04 23.36 35.3
!!: 7 I00 i0 152.4 7.36 13.8
i _ 8 200 10 162.56 10.16 --
! 9A 201 20-40 198.12 35.56 --
I 9B 201 40 243.84 81.28 --
t IV 1 7 11 56.00 56.00 5.0
'_ 2 6 2 60.00 4.00 1.0
3 2 2 65.00 5.00 1.8
" 4 1 ? 96.00 31,00 17.2
v 5 2 3 100.00 4.00 _.2
: 6 6 3 102.00 2.00 1.8
7 7 3 104.00 2.00 1.8
8 8 5 110.00 6.00 5.8
9 i0 9 120.00 10.00 11.2
i0 8 i0 130.00 i0.00 13.3
11 i0 25 145.04 15.04 24.1
12 i00 i0 152.40 7.36 13.8
' 13 200 i0 162.56 10.16 --
14 201 40 243.84 81.28 -- t
._. VI. 1 10 30 107.71 107.71 35.3
. 2 8 15 124.41 16.70 19.1
: 3 7 5 129.39 4.98 6.8
i 4 6 5 13.33 1.96 2.8
5 2 5 134.67 3.34 5.0
; 6 1 20 145.04 10.37 17.2
7 100 10 152.4 7.36 13.8
:: 8 200 10 162._6 10.16 --
9 201 40 243.84 81.28
IX 1 35 80 145.04 145.04 86.2
2 100 10 152.40 7.36 13.8
3 200 10 162.56 10.16 --t
4 201 40 243.83 81.28 --
X 1 1 50 107.40 107.40 35.2
2 100 40 152.40 45.00 64.8
:: 3 200 i0 162.56 10.16 --
': 4 201 40 243.84 81.28 --
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Matcrlal SpoclflcutionBi "
' 0"5 'j_ _atarlalNo.=... C,ompo_itio_n, _i:om.........Denaltlen(x_l _toma/__
i
! i 100% U 1.958
! 2 90% U 1.762
10% H 0.5905
6 50% U 0.9789
50_ H 2.953
7 40%U 0.7832
s
60% H 3.568
t
8 30%U 0.5874
70%H 4.134 •
10 10%O 0.1958
90% U 5.315
35 40.t_ U 0.7950
59.4% H 3.489
100 100%H 21.090
200 100% BeO 7280.
201 100%D20 + 0.0022%H 3310.
/"
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necvssary to perfect these schemes to protect the cavity wall. during operation
of the reactor, if solid dust is to be in,acted during etartup. Figure 5.31 is
an l_oden_lty contour plot for an air talc test, The background rcadgng was
taken to be an average of frames exposed before and after the te_ta to account
for bulldun o£ dust on the cavity walls. Bccaus_ the talc ia such a fine powder,
the 16% volume fraction yields only about 1.6 gm_ of talc pvr about i0 gmn of
air in the cavity. High pressures will havc to be iuve_tlgated if _hla atartup
scheme is to operate.
I 5.6 Criticality Calculat_n_ and Selected Result_In an effort to relate nuclear criticality to flowing gas parameters,
computer medalists for diffusion and transport theozy computer calculations w_re
+ done from the flow cases tested. An idealized base configuration was arrived at
by generalizing the isodensity contour plots drawn in the flow testing. Varia-
tions on this base were performed to determine qualitatively the magnitude of
+iI nuclear criticality changes associated with possible fluctuations in the central+ fuel plasma, Some of the basic models are shown in Figures 5.32 te 5.34. Some
i '_ of the pertinent data for the basic case_ _re listed in Table 5.3. The material
i specifications are listed in Table 5.4. ID.droguncompositions used were obtained
from Patch(9) for 500 aim and the app_oprlate temperatures Virtually all thei! °
hydrogen is atomic at the high temperatures and pzessures of interest in the
gaseous core. The u_anium atom densities were obtained from the ideal gas laws,
+_ and considering the uranium atoms to be doubly ionized. In mixing hydrogen
_+. with uranium, three atom_ or hydrogen replace one of uranium and its two electrons
b._. to keep _he pressure constant.
5.8.1 Kef£ ys Radius Ratio at Constants Vc._umeFraction
The effect of varying the ratio of the radius to which the fuel expands
to the cavity radius at a constant volume fraction, and hence fuel mass, was
checked. This effect is shown graphically in Figure 5.35. This is the most
" important predominant parameter identified.
I
/ 5.8.2 Keff vs R_f# at Constant R.R. and V.F.
To determine the relative effects of varying the regions of different
" "7 fuel density at constant fuel mass and radius ratio, a denslty-welghted effective
[adlus, Kef£ was defined
+
l
.'_' 2_rl2" Reff Z 0 i Ar i
+_ This effect is shown graphically in Figure 5.36.
5.8,3 Keff vs Volume Fraction at Constant Radius Ratioi,i ,i i i • i • ii,! | |iHII m
The naturally intuitive feeling, that the more fuel the higher the
critlcallty factor, was verified in one calculatlonal series, Thls result
is shown in Figure 5.37.
i
.i
t
.!
t
5.8.4 O_her Fnc_or_ _nfluon_lng Kef f
Th_ ¢_foct of u.in_ U_233 for fuel ov_r U_235 was shown te decrease
. _ critical m_ss by _bout a factor of two. Increaein_ the reflector thiekne_8
, , increaAee X^cc. A cont-beneflt .rmlyeIA will be necessary to obtain the
optimum ref_tor thleknen_ for an actual _o_ket engine.
5.8.5 Di£_u_iozl _s T_an_port Theory God,s
The initial calculations were performed with a single _hermsl 8roupt
no upscatter dlf£usion theory code_ D_SN_L(10). Due to the uniform nature of
the results of these caleulatlons, showln8 no sensitivity to fuel arran8emen_
in the cavity. The results were checked with a multi-thermal, full thermal
upscatter 84 Transport Code SCAMP(11). There was a wide divergency of results
indlcatlng an inadequacy in DISNEL for hot gas core work. Since transport
code_gnsume so much computer time, a multl-th_rmal diffusion theory code
MONA_ using an energy format and cross section llbrary identlcal to SCAMP
_ was used to see if the _ivergence was due to transport effects or upscatter
effects in the thermal groups. MONA and SCAMP agreed to within 1%_k.
Figure 5.38 shows a comparison of the three codes for a few models calculated.
The gene_al trend of the calculations seem to lead to a confirmation
of the feasibillty of the gas core rocket engine concept. The results further
" point out the need for further study and optimlgation of flowing gas cavity
parameters for obtainlng the best design for a nuclear rocket engine.
%
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t, The feaalbillty of _h_ gaa core r_ac_or concept hen b_on ._ranRthaned
by _ho _xparlmonL_ r_ported herein, l_ cannot bc u_aCod _ha_ abnoluto £_a_billcy haa
been domonmtra_ed, mince the interaction e_fo_a of thermodymmaic. (radian= and
.omo convective heat tranaft_r)w_Ch the fluid hydraullea have not been expo_i=
mentally o=udJod except on a _ma11 acale (Reference TAFA work). However, _honuclear coup%lag with the fluid £1ow patterna reported In the p_ovioua aoc_iona
:_ haa been a=udied, both under room _emperaturo conditions and at high tempera-
ture,
! General conclusions that can be s_atcd at _his _ime are the £ollowing_
i'_ :' 1. The gas core continues _o appear feasible. However, opera_ion
_ ., in the upfiring (againat acceleration or gravity) direction, as
:ii could be done for MHDapplications but which would require _hrust
"i reversal for a rocke_, makes the attaining of a critical con_igu-
ration much easier. Protection of the cavity walls from burnout
is more difficult, however.
,i 2. If operation is to be in the downflrlng direction, as with a
. rocket, then center gas injection in a direction other than
downward from the top appears to offer significant enhancement of
r fuel density and hence o£ nuclear reactivity.
3. A central "updraft" can be enhanced by shaping of the walls. Such ,
an "updraft" along wi=h alternate injection schemes as mentloned in
' (2) above also can result _n s_gnlflcant enhancement of fuel density.
These schemes are found essential when the center gas was much heavier
.i than.the outer gas.
i_ 4. With _tandard center injection near the top, the theoretlcal(8)
predictions by Putre of density vs buoyancy number have been
, essentially verified experimentally. These do show that the
.. large cavity, low thrus=, high temperature operating design
! conditions will not be able to operate nuclearly unless
• schemes e_ch as outlined in conclusions (2) and (3) above are
.:. employed.
5. T_e hot hydrogen nuclear effec_ is extremely significant and
", highly controlling. If anythlng_ it would appear to add a
,' high stability factor to the cavity ope_ation.
_ As to reco_nendations for areas of most critical investigative need, the
# following seem most pertinent at this time:
i. Start-up conditions with dust fuel appeared woefully lacking
t in the needed density of _uel when run at low pressure. High
pressure testing needs to be done to determine if dust is a
feasible start-up mechanism.
2. The hot hydrogen effect was studied only somewhat cursorily,
and found to be extremely significant. More attention and
: detail needs to be given to this unusual nuclear problem.
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3, The ob_rwd _t_ong m_ing at the _dga of the hlghly turbulent
boundary Say_r Saad_ to the aoneSu_on _hat _onv_ion in this
_egion may bm e_gr_ly _$gnlf$_ng, I_ _ndeed _onve_ion
n_d_ go be added go gh_ radi_glw _an_e_ mode_, ghe_e ugudle_
should be undertaken before furgh_r a_r_.ouodesign wo_k i_ done,
t
,j
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